A Word in Season Devotional Guide

July 11
Psalm 95:195:1-6
O come, let us sing unto the LORD: let us make a joyful noise to the rock of our salvation.
Let us come before his presence with thanksgiving, and make a joyful noise unto him with psalms.
For the LORD is a great God, and a great King above all gods.
In his hand are the deep places of the earth: the strength of the hills is his also.
The sea is his, and he made it: and his hands formed the dry land.
O come, let us worship and bow down: let us kneel before the LORD our maker.
Evolution’s Contamination
A family in Ontario was interviewed on the news. They opened their home to a young girl from a part of
Europe that was contaminated by the Chernobyl nuclear disaster. Allowing the child to spend time in Canada is
helping overcome the potential cancer problems resulting from exposure to radiation.
According to the 1991 Winter issue of the University of Pacific Review, this disaster began when two
electrical engineers decided to perform an unauthorized experiment "to see how long a turbine would free wheel
when they took power off it." In order to complete the experiment the engineers had to override the built in
computer warning system developed by the original designers. Six times the computers indicated "Stop!
Dangerous! Go no further!", and six times the engineers ignored the warnings. The result was disastrous!
Though we may chide such apparent disregard to warnings, our society goes about doing the same every
day by not taking heed to the warnings of our Creator. "Educated" man has gone so far as to say the Creator
does not exist, replacing Him with evolutionary theory based upon the false premise of uniformitarianism.
God spoke of such falsehood 2000 years ago, warning man of its consequences: "First of all, you must
understand that in the last days scoffers will come, scoffing and following their own evil desires. They will say,
"Where is this `coming' he promised? Ever since our fathers died, everything goes on as it has since the
beginning of creation." But they deliberately forget that long ago by God's word the heavens existed and the
earth was formed out of water and by water. By these waters also the world of that time was deluged and
destroyed. By the same word the present heavens and earth are reserved for fire, being kept for the day of
judgment and destruction of ungodly men" (2 Peter 3:3-7 NIV).
Glenn Kailer in "Creation's Design & Purpose" expresses the logical conclusion of ignoring the Creator:
"From the beginning of creation to the consummation of the will and purpose of God, his role as Creator is the
basis for his entire relationship to his creation. If the absolute truth of creation by God is in any way
compromised, no benefit we hope to derive from him is certain. No work of man has any foundation. We cannot
know what is right, good, proper or meaningful in any absolute way. Our lives have no hope, meaning or
purpose."
The lie of evolution, adopted by most scientific institutions and propagated by most school systems is a
disaster of greater proportions than Chernobyl. It misrepresents the facts of scientific investigation, undermines
the creative design of man and ignores the warnings of the Creator. The resultant cancer of godlessness is
evident in every facet of our society.
The Creator warns: "Why do you disobey the LORD's commands? You will not prosper. Because you
have forsaken the LORD, he has forsaken you." (2 Chronicles 24:20 NIV). Will this to go unheeded.
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